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Problems in Mail Operation

A. There is a need for better communications between Publjc Relations
and the Mail Operation on all special mailings and distributions.
1.
2.
3.

We need written instructions on all special mailings.
We need more advance notice to prepare for mailings.
We need to be consulteci before any forms are designed
that are to be mailed out.

B. When the H.R.l program starts,the inserting operation will have to
go on a night shift due to increased volumes.
The new proposed Check Summary System will also require a night shift
if only one new inserting machine is purchased.
The present inserting equipment is not capable of stuffing the new
proposed 10½ X 14 check.
C. When National Health Care starts, the entire mail operation would
have to go to a night shift due to limited space for additional
equipment and desks.
D. There is a problem in acquiring new employees from Personnel.
1.

When a requisition is sent to Personnel it usually takes from
2 to 4 weeks to be filled.

E. All divisions could assist the Mail Operation by cooperating with the
new proposed centralized sorting of mail on all operating floors.
F. The Personnel Department should work with the Public Relations Dept.
in consolidating all Head Lines and Employee Club distributions into
one Head Lines a week, rather than having several of each, a week.
G. There is a great need for all divisions to have a budget coordinator
to assist department heads, and to advise of government and company
requirements.
H. In the next two (2) years additional employees and equipment will be
required to process the increa�ed volumes of mail.
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I. The Enrollment and E.D.P. divisions should try to re-c ycle some
of our direct ������h runs. They range from a high of 130,000
a low of 2 1 0 0 0 .
1.

Some thought has been given to a daily billing of direct pay
subscribers. This would be a great help to the Mail Operation
and the Cashiers Department by stabilizing the flow of money
and mail.

2.

The other alternative would be to try to encourage some of
those direct pay subscribers on the 130,000 billing run to pay
in advance to stabilize the billings.
a

Sincerely,

Frazier Sinclair
JFS/mc

